
We are completing week # 13 of the new Correctional Facility for Women. The access road and parking lots for the new facility were completed and paved ahead of schedule. (See pics below) This was all paved in one day with a ¾ inch binder Bituminous Concrete. This area will now serve as a landing zone for construction materials and reduce the amount of dust and silt created when construction vehicles travel in and out of the facility. Before the facility opens a top finish coat will be paved over the entire area. Concrete trucks continue to deliver daily. There is great progress on walls throughout the entire site (See pic below). The original construction progress logistics plan developed by Gilbane was modified so now all building footings and base walls will be completed at the same time.

As a reminder, no staff or members of the public should be walking along the upper Perimeter Road to go into Zone 7 or up onto the construction site. This is an active construction zone managed by Gilbane. The personal safety of their workers and all other individuals is a major concern for them.